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Syllabus
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The aim of this course is to build on students’ 
knowledge and skills in improving the quality of 
the physical urban environment and reinforcing 
the identity of place through design interven-
tions. A selected study area is investigated in 
terms of its morphological evolution and unique 
physical features with a clear reading of the 
social, institutional, and economic dynamics 
impacting urban form. Through a critical as-
sessment of various development and planning 
processes, a set of design guidelines are artic-
ulated on sector, subsector and block levels. 
The outcome consists of scale drawings and 3D 
representations with an explicative written report 
emphasizing design problematic, methodology, 
recommendations and implementation frame-
work.   

LEARNING OUTCOMES
• The ability to comprehend an urban 
context through historical research, eld in-
vestigation, stakeholder analysis, and a critical 
understanding of the institutional and political 
background and regulatory framework. 
• The ability to appraise the distinctive 
physical and spatial character of an urban seg-
ment through comparative visual surveys, the 
analysis of morphological evolution, and the 
skeletal structure underlying urban form in terms 
of streets and open spaces and their relation-
ships to the built mass.
• The ability to develop a set of compre-
hensive urban design guidelines for upgrading 
the public domain and framing the development 
of the private domain to contribute to the quality 
of urban life in the city.
• The ability to develop and assess the 
applicability of a design proposal with regards to 

social, institutional and economic considerations 
and the planning system that underlies the produc-
tion and management of urban form. 
DESIGN THEMATIC AND CASE STUDY
Big mega projects are increasingly transforming 
the urban fabric of our cities and radically chang-
ing their existing social and economic life. Almost 
everywhere in Beirut, smaller parcels, often in 
prominent city locations, are being bought and 
agglomerated by big developers. In many cases, 
the result is monolithic developments targeting a 
privileged segment of society. 
Simultaneously with these large-scale urban devel-
opments, other forms of urban transformations are 
also taking place, as manifested in ground oor 
land use transformations, the densi cation of the 
existing urban fabric, and other physical changes 
to the built environment.
The nature and the impacts of current, and antici-
pated, urban development and change processes 
on the physical environment, demography and 
economy need to be questioned and addressed. 
This urban design studio will study these issues 
with reference to Ras Beirut, sector 35. Through 
urban design methods of analysis and intervention 
it will address the two generic issues impacting 
such districts, ie, 1) mixity of landuses, and 2) gen-
tri cation, both imposed through neo-liberalization 
and laissez-faire market development. 
The main objectives are to:

� Develop a comprehensive picture of the 
bene ts and risks of emerging development pat-
terns on their surrounding city context.
� Investigate the set of interrelated urban 
development and change processes taking place 
in Ras Beirut as district and sector, mainly: 1) 
reinvestment of capital/ physical upgrading, 2) 
socio-economic upgrading, 3) landscape change, 
and 4) direct or indirect displacement of certain 
groups. 

� Articulate intervention strategies and an ur-
ban development framework aimed at preserving 
the social diversity and economic mix of the area 
and enhancing its physical image and experience 
for the bene t of all segments of the population, 
particularly its current residents, businesses and 
users; this includes developing a set of design 
guidelines for the upgrading of the public domain 
and the regulation of private development.

The studio revolves around the following key con-
siderations: 
• Sustainability: How to build on the site’s 
intrinsic resources to promote more sustainable 
development on both sides of the highway, taking 
into consideration the three Es: Economy, Equity, 
Ecology. 
• Connectivity: How to integrate the study 
area in its context by relating existing linkages to 
the surrounding urban structure.
• Identity: How to draw on the study area spe-
ci c characteristics to strengthen the local identity 
of place or to envision a new identity. 
• Community. How to ensure a communi-
ty-based development strategy that re ects local 
views, preferences and aspirations and complies 
with different stakeholders’ interests. 
• Implementability: How to insure the feasibil-
ity of an urban design framework on the legislative 
and entrepreneurial levels. 



IDENTITY
CELEBRATING THE DIVERSE IDENTITIES AND 
CHARACTERS ALONG DIFFERENT TRALS IN 

RAS BEIRUT-SECTOR 35
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The area can be perceived differently depending 
on the approach to the site. Going down from 
Bliss Street, there is a clear break or fracture in 
the character of the built environment in which 
the topography plays a role. Along the way, the 
experience shifts from looking at mid-height 
buildings to high-rise towers then to low-rise 
houses. Somehow identity is lost. Walking on the 
corniche gives a different perspective and per-
ception of sector 35, where the sight is caught by 
the high-rises representing a huge mass of con-
crete buildings, hiding behind another character 
molded by the built environment on Bliss Street.

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXTINTRODUCTION

Sector 35 (Ras Beirut) falls on the coast of the 
city pf Beirut. It can be associated with diverse, 
and somehow polarized, images: the public 
promenade (along the corniche) versus the en-
closed Bain Militaire, the free divers and versus 
swimmers in the private pools of Riviera Hotel 
and AUB beach, high-rise towers dominating 
over traditional old buildings, and high security 
measures emphasizing an obvious class polarity. 
It is very easy to notice the social gap present 
between the different parts of the sector, the sea 
promenade which provides inclusiveness for all 
people, the high-rise towers occupied by plenty 
of families enjoying a luxurious lifestyle, and the 
old buildings providing survival for the natives 
and old residents of the area. These people con-
stitute the living dynamics of this area.Today, the 
area is  known as being one of the most expen-
sive areas of beirut. it has grown dramatically 
over the past two decades, bringing forward alot 
of diversity in the built environment. The different 
spatial experiences created by this diversity are 
much fragmented and weak, this is due to the dif-
feret factors such as the strict security measures 
and the socio-economic polarity.    

HISTORICAL CONTEXT SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONTEXT

Ras Beirut was origionally an empty green land 
where people used to visit with their families on 
the weekend to do picnics and have a swim. Initial 
development was only around the old lighthouse, 
forming a strategic location with attarctive views. 
The development along the sector was initiated 
by the establishment of the American University 
of Beirut, after which the tramway was developed 
along bliss street. More people starting coming 
to Ras Beirut for work and residence near the 
institutions and the tramway which provided easy 
tranportation to the areas. With the creation of the 
corniche along the coastal line of Ras Beirut, it 
became an even more attractive location for devel-
opment.

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

The social construct of sector 35 is one of the ele-
ments consttituting its diversi ed identity. The sec-
tor is home for residents from the higher income 
class and the middle income class- who have 
been there for a long period. Other than the differ-
ent scio-economic classes of the residents, there 
are the students who are either living in the area 
or come and go to the educational institutions. 
As well, the character of bliss street brings along 
people from different social backgrounds aiming 
for its commercial services. The corniche, on the 
other side, as mentioned is inclusive for all. It is a 
destination for the lebanese on a national level. 
Being one of the few public spaces in Beirut, the 
corniche is considered a getaway for most of the 
residents of Beirut, whether they live in low income 
neigborhoods or Ras Beirut.

Diversity is also evident through the geograph-
ical character of Ras Beirut. The sea forms a 
clear edge for sector 35, where the area rises 
afterwards into a hill formation. it is characterized 
with its steep slope where most of the high-rises 
settle. Another part is the at zone where most 
lands are abandoned and left green, either for 
resistance of development or waiting for a good 
deal. The old lighthouse settles on the highest 
level of the hill, surrounded by high-rises. The 
steep slopes allowed for the creation of stairs as 
easy connectors from the top to the sea, which 
remain important elements of connectivity.

Institutional facilities are the oldest generators of 
development in the area. Starting is the American 
University of Beirut, which was the rst institution 
to be established. Some schools also from part 
of the insttituional body of sector 35, like the In-
ternational College and the American Community 
School. Next to the educational institutions are 
the public institutions like the Ras Beirut Police, 
previously known as Makhfar Houbeich. It offers 
a transformation in the identity of the area, from a 
facility with bad reputation, to becoming a facility 
of change, dicipline, and sustainability. 
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The different characters that constitute the IDENTITY of Ras Beirut. This identity uctuates between the past and the present.
There are spaces we visit where we do not get 
a clear experience from, whereas other spaces 
that, through certain experience we live and 
other elements we witness, became places. 
Throughout sector 35, I noticed a weakness 
in spatial and visual experience, alongside the 
strong diversity regarding landscape, uses, and 
activities. Sector 35 is sometimes referred to as 
Ein Mraiseh or as the Manara area, with ref-
erence to the lighthouse. Its name indicates a 
landmark itself. After conducting the reconnais-
sance study, the area proved to include issues 
of legibility. Based on this, the theme regarding 
this study will be Legibility and Townscape. 
Legibility will be considered mainly focusing on 
the visual perceptions of the users, which gives 
them the experience of place, and draws the 
memories of their journey. It is related to the 
qualities of the place which give it an immediate 
identity. This immediate image provides the user 
with a mental map that constitutes their percep-
tion of where they go and how they reach these 
places.

LEGIBILITY AND TOWNSCAPE

Collage of the different legibility elements of sector 35

There are three main aspects of townscape analy-
sis:
• Legibility of urban structure which is related to 
the qualities of place which give it an immediate 
identity.
• Permeability of the built environment and the 
choice it presents to the user
• Visual Appropriateness which includes analysis 
of the complexity of visual detail which distinguish-
es one place from another, and studies of urban 
space, facades, pavements, and roo ine.

There are other affecting aspects like meaning 
and expressiveness, sensuous delight, stimulus 
and experience, rhythm, and choice. It is import-
ant to look for the presence of different elements, 
their visibility, strengths and weaknesses, their 
connections, disconnections and interrelations. 

According to Kevin Lynch, a legibility study can be 
most successful after conducting interviews with a 
sample of people from different backgrounds and 
allow them to express their mental map of the area 
under study. Thus this method aims at evoking 
people’s own images of their physical environment 
after requests for descriptions, locations, sketches, 
or performance of imaginary trips.

There are 5 main elements of legibility:
- landmarks        - nodes
- districts            - paths           - edges (Lynch).  
All ve elements are skeletal elements of a city 
form. Legibility helps people understand how to get 
around a town or city, by marking landmarks and 
points of activities and framing views and vistas. 
It also involves identifying what is public space 
and what is private space, and making people feel 
safe because they understand where they are and 
where they are going. Identity helps people feel 
they belong to an area. Urban spaces that provide 

an identi able and memorable character have a 
strong ‘sense of place’.
A visual study of the meaning and interpretations 
or the built environment is also essential. Accord-
ing to Sprieregen in his book urban design: the 
architecture of towns and cities, in urban design, it 
is an examination of form, appearance, and com-
position of a city –an evaluation of its assets and 
liabilities. It enables to see where the city needs 
reshaping. 
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The visual experience in the city is also af-
fected by land surface, topography. Our visual 
experience changes as we go up or down, and 
by the quality of surface upon which we move. 
The quality of providing shifting images can be 
given through transition areas where a person 
can move from one place to another with differ-
ent visual and spatial perceptions. In addition, 
the views into and out of the city are precious 
assets. An urban design survey should note 
the major views of the city and different points 
around the city, particularly points of an ap-
proach. It should also note the major aspects of 
vista out of the sector from points within. Night 
perception of the skyline is important as well 
since it differs from the vista during day time.

All elements of legibility and townscape are re-
lated to their historical signi cance or even the 
meaning they created in the people›s memories 
throughout some period of time. How this area 
historically developed and what were the previ-
ous images of it? The answers are stories that 
can be told to the current generation.

Problematic 
� What are the factors affecting lack of 
experience in these public spaces?
� And how can the experience be en-
hanced and improved through providing se-
quential images?
� How far can the elements of the built 
environment be organized to enhance the legi-
bility of the area? And how can they be used for 
a conceptual design intervention?
Purpose 
Deliver Unique Experiences - The purpose is to 
work on enhancing the public spaces and try to 
bring experience to them through “the visual” 
and “the physical” to “the senses”, for expe-
rience is not only related to what we see, but 
what we feel and sense through the spaces.

� Create a development to tie visibly into 
the city’s path system; to form or help reinforce a 
district; if on an edge, to strengthen the edge; and 
if at a joint, to maintain continuity. It can also be-
come a good landmark and an active node. 
� Increase legibility and deliver unique experi-
ences through the daily journey of the users
� The reintegration of the elements into the 
whole image… to pattern them together to provide 
a satisfying form.
� Set up several journeys where the visual 
aspects will lead the observer from place to anoth-
er offering different experiences
� Celebrate landmarks and natural features.
� Emphasize the visual and functional char-
acter differences between different nodes. 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
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HISTORICAL MAPS show how the area got developed and the generators that allowed for the development. 
Throughout this time, these buildings have become landmarks which generated nodes throughout the paths 
from one to another.

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 
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Signi cance 

For the legibility study, it is important to locate the 
landmarks which people relate to in their mental 
image of the sector. On the other hand, nodes are 
places of gathering or of important activities. the 
study of both elements allows to related both in 
relation to eachother and their strength in the site.

Opportunities

This map shows potential for new landmarks 
and also potential for enhancing the impor-
tance of these landmarks. Landmarks can 
strengthen the mental image of the users and 
their sense of place and belonging. The week-
ly de ned nodes have the potential of organiz-
ing the spaces and intersections allowing peo-
ple to better nd their ways through the area.

Findings and Observations

It  is very evident how most of the landmarks 
are not well connected to eachother and to the 
other townscape elements. Some nodes are 
well identi es and some are strong in their ac-
tivities but week in their visual representation. 

LANDMARKS, NODES, PATHS, AND EDGES
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Signi cance 

To understand the concentrations of build-
ings according to their heights in relation to 
the topography, which in turn affects the visu-
al perception both from inside and the outside.

Findings and Observations

This map shows 3 levels of typologies of build-
ings according to their heights. The low-rise 
buildings from 1-4 which are concentrated 
in the lowest part with at land. The medium 
height buildings mainly concentrated on Bliss 
street, the upper at part. The High-rise concen-
trated on the steep middle area of the sector. 

TOPOGRAPHY, PATHS, AND BUILING HEIGHTS
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Significance
To study the level of permeability in the sector 
on the street level, from the inland to the sea, 
and from the sea to inland. It also allows to 
study the signi cance of the street pattern with 
respect to the slope and buildings.
Findings and Observations
The analysis of the visual corridors shows how  
different types of vistas are provided to the user 
depending on the location and enclosure. 
It is evident how  bliss street is visually 
disconnected from the coastal line as well the 
lower parts are directly connected through the 
grid form of street pattern. Nevertheless, the 
level of permeability changes according to 
enclosure.

VISUAL CORRIDORS AND PERMEABILITY
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VISUAL CORRIDORS AND PERMEABILITY
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ACTIVITY GENERATORS AND AVAILABLE OPEN SPACES
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SOCIO-SPATIAL PRACTICES
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EXISTING PHYSICAL IDENTITY
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CHARCTER ZONES - Fragmented Identiti
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OPPORTUNITIES
_________________
- Presence of elements with historical signi cance
- Slope variation which allows for the develop-
ment of a legislative framework for buildings to 
allow for maximum view on the street levels
- The coastal promenade resembling the ultimate 
public space, and providing views from the out-
side
- Variations in enclosure providing different spa-
tial experiences
- presence of different visual corridors with poten-
tial to be directly and physically connected to the 
coast, achieving legibility through the paths
_________________
- An intervention on the legibility of the area pro-
viding experience and memory will enhance the 
importance and identity of this sector with respect 
to the whole Beirut coast, as a place that resem-
bles itself individually as well as connecting to the 
rest of the sea line. 
- In a time where the sector is starting to lose its 
identity, such intervention would allow it to control 
this loss of identity. 

 CONSTRAINTS

- the already existing towers in uencing on the 
vision from outside
- the striking shift and difference in the sector›s 
identity
- what is missing is an axis or the serial vision 
which provides a consistent experience that con-
stitutes the user›s memory about the place. 
_________________
- the question of threats: how is the image of the 
(internally and from the periphery) district chang-
ing? How do the surrounding districts affect sec-
tor 35?

MEDIUM SUSCEPTIBILITY TO CHANGE NEW DEVELOPMENT HIGH SUSCEPTIBILITY TO CHANGE

SUSCEPTIBILITY TO CHANGEEVALUATION
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SECTIONS
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EXPERIENCE, MEMORY, AND IDENTITY

« WE DO NOT JUST EXIST WITHIN A 
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT - WE INTERACT 
WITH IT AND DERIVE IMPORTANT MEANING 
FROM IT.» ALTMAN 

«It is also a medium, milieu, or context in which 
personal relationships are embedded, and 
without which they cannot be viable. Space, 
places, and buildings are more than just props in 
people›s lives; they are lled with meaning and 
resonance, as they symbolize people›s personal 
histories, 
interpersonal relationships, and shared events 
in people›s extended relationships, families, 
communities and wider culture.»

 “IDENTITY” summarizes the whole process from 
legibility and quality of space, to experience, ending 
with the memory. Remarkable features will be the 
purpose of a project based on experience, memory, 
and identity. This means I will be relating legibility to 
identity and vice versa. Identity is much related to 
the sense of place through which the space deliv-
ers unique experiences to the daily journeys of the 
users. In addition, the identity can also be illustrat-
ed through the design intervention by celebrating 
the landmarks and natural features. This will allow 
for evoking experiences and emotional responses 
(Cullen). Providing shifting images or threshold ar-

eas that will form the nodes of interaction and social 
relationships is one of the modes of enhancing the 
identity of this area. 
The perceptual identity will be achieved through 
providing for the users and uses. Essentially, gener-
ators are the main question, these which will be the 
main reason behind the user’s journey. The land-
marks, on the other hand, will be well connected 
through means of attractive elements of landscape, 
markers, and spatial sequences. The spaces which 
I will choose will be empty lots, interstitial spaces, 
and nodes. Therefore, pockets of identity will be 
created which in turn will encourage the inclusive-

ness of the people and their sense of belonging. 
Enhancing sector identity will mean the provision 
of diverse experiential spaces, with diverse uses 
catering for diverse users.  What will be obtained 
is a perceptual identity for the area and a diversity 
in action/motion. In nal words, my strategies seek 
to create a sense of place and identity with lived 
experiences and participation for all.

EXAMPLE OF ONE  OF THE JOURNEYS 
THROUH SECTOR 35
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CASE STUDIES

Mies van der Rohe Chair. (2010). Istanbul International Workshop-Summer 2010: The Sulaymaniyeh area (unpublished urban design workshop report).

LAS RAMBLAS - Spain

Waterfront Public Development- BIG
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CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM 

PUBLIC

PRIVATE

INTERFACE

BASED ON THE GENERAL MAP OF BEIRUT, i WAS INSPIRED TO CREATE NEW TRAILS, 
VEINS, THROUGH THE SECTOR, CONNECTING FRAGMENTS OF ITS OWN IDENTITY AND 
RELATING TO OTHER EXISTING AND POSSIBLE FUTURE TRAILS IN BEIRUT. THE TRAILS IN 
SECTOR 35 ARE BASED ON THE DIFFERENT SPATIAL EXPERIENCES AND THE DIFFERENT 
ELEMENTS OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT.

CONCEPTUAL
DIAGRAM
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTION - NODE CHARACTER
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CONCEPT AND APPROACH
INSPIRATION FOR THIS INTERVENTION WAS DRAWN FROM LAS RAMBLAS - SPAIN, A MULTI-CHAR-
ACTER PEDESTRIAN BOULEVARD INTRODUCING DIFFERENT SPATIAL EXPERIENCES UNDER THE 
SAME IDENTITY. HERE, TWO STRATEGIES ARE INTRODUCED:
- THE CONSERVATION STRATEGY ALONG BLISS STREET
- THE OPEN SPACE STRATEGY ALONG BAYARD DODGE STREET

ON BOTH STREETS, NODES, AS BEING PART OF THE PATHWAYS, CREATE TRANSITIONAL ZONES BETWEEN DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF STREET CHARACTERS .

BOTH INTERVENTIONS SUGGEST A TRAIL. THE TWO TRAILS (THE HERITAGE TRAIL ON BLISS STREET AND THE OPEN SPACE TRAIL ON BAYARD DODGE STREET) MEET AT THE GREEN 
HILL WHERE THE PATH WILL BE DIRECTED TO AN AXIS CONNECTING VISUALLY THE OLD LIGHTHOUSE WITH THE NEW ONE, PASSING THROUGH THE EMPTY LAND WHERE A CIVIC UR-
BAN PARK WILL BE DESIGNED WITH FACILITIES FOR THE DIFFERENT USERS, THE RESIDENTS, THE STUDENTS, AND THE VISITORS. 

ON BLISS STREET, THE CONSERVATION STRATEGY IS ABOUT PRESERVING THE HERITAGE BUILDINGS AD THE URBAN FABRIC OF THE AREA IN TERMS OF LOT SIZE, 
MATERIAL, SETBACKS, AND STREETSCAPE. THE INTERVENTION SETS GUIDELINES FOR STREET WALL CONTROLS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS TO PRESERVE THE 
CHARACTER OF BLISS STREET. 

STRATEGIC DESIGN INTERVENTION - Pathways
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A- Green open space
This abandoned lot includes a variety of trees and 
greenery. The intervention proposes that the lot be 
appropriated into an open space for the neighbor-
hood. 
B- Green roundabout- tree as landmark 
This node is a critical traffic intersection. Introducing 
a roundabout with a landmark (preferably natural) 
helps regulate car circulation.

C- Temporary community garden
To make use of this left-over lot, the municipality 
can rent this lot and create a temporary communal 
garden preserving its natural features and which 
will also preserve this land for its owner for a longer 
time.
D- Preserved area (frozen zone)
This zone constitutes part of the proposed trail, 
where it takes the pedestrian for few minutes out-
side the city rush into a calm passage. It builds on 

 the character of its residents who consider them-
selves the natives of the area. 
E- Real-estate development scenario 
This scenario for this zone imagines the develop-
ment of medium rise podium buildings with retail 
and commercial zones for the students and the 
residents. Development should happen according to 
regulations, where for a higher ratio development, 
real estate companies can buy air rights from the 
preserved buildings without going through excep-
tions.

CREATING A NEW - SOFT MOBILITY 
STREET - THAT WILL HOST 

DIFFERENT CHARACTERS WHICH 
IS BASED ON THE ARRANGEMENT 

OF GREEN OPEN SPACES

STRATEGIC DESIGN INTERVENTION - Pathways
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTION - NODE CHARACTER
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The main objective is to retain the IDENTI-
TY of the area through preserving its existing 
urban fabric. This is  through the proposal of 
various strategic interventions and guidelines 
for the future developments. on the street 
level, streetscape strategies were provided in 
consideration  of the parking and residential 
entrances and traf c ow. 
After looking at the susceptibility to change 
study, three lots were chosen for future 
development guidelines. the proposal of the 
different strategies  enhances the spatial 
experience and memory for the visitors and 
the residnets.

STRATEGIC DETAILED INTERVENTION

THE CIVIC URBAN PARK: A MAJOR ATTRACTION NODE FOR DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
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the trail strategy takes into consideration a dynamic experience of walking in the neighborhood. my proposal adds to the existing trail through 
proposing a public library, the maison rose museum, and an open space. it provides different sequential images leading lastly to one intersec-
tion point. the intersection point forms the center of the visual axis between the two lighthouses. it is strategic location where the person moves 
to the proposed urban park, the dodge pedestrian boulevard, or back to bliss street.  

HERITAGE TRAILVISUAL CORRIDORS
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DETAILED STRATEGIC INTERVENTION
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The reconnaissance phase was important in 
the way it led to the theme of ‘connections’. It 
is summarized in three keywords as follows: 
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INTRODUCTION

RECONNAISSANCE

“The street is the river of life of the city, the 
place where we come together, the pathway 
to the center. “William H. Whyte in City: Redis-
covering the Center. Streets can be hubs of 
creative activity acting as dialogic spaces,  or 
they can be simple links in the road network, 
enabling connections between destinations, 
when simplified to their movement function, to 
their capacity not their character. Personally, I 
have experienced Sector 35 as a pedestrian, 
in a car, on a bike and even on a motorcycle. 
The experience was never complete. The 
conflict between the modal means is obvi-
ous. By working on connections as a theme 
for Sector 35, I won’t be just focusing on the 
management of conflicts of mobility, but I’ll be 
connecting the different uses through lively 
linkages, and upgrading the public realm tak-
ing into consideration the streetscape and dif-
ferent character of each. 

1. SECURITY

2. CONTRAST

The institutional and new residential buildings 
are in majority encircled by walls and gates. 
This has led to a quasi absence of functions 
on the street level and left no setbacks outside 
these walls. 

Street between ACS and AUB

Street between the blocs of ACS 

The transition between the public and the 
private domains has become harsh and the 
interfaces are blank and opaque.This affects 
extremely the perception of the streets by the 
pedestrians, and will definitely be a constraint 
for any intervention.

The gate of the Saudi Embassy The gate of the American Univerisity of Beirut

Walls of the Military Base

Preliminary Mapping of the Most Securitized Areas

There’s a very high level of contrast between 
what’s left from the old urban artifacts, and 
the new buildings that extremely modified the 
shape of the urban form. This effect is also 
multiplied by the topography. The new tow-
ers are rising on the steep slope, while the old 
houses remain on the lower part of the sector. 
The perception of the height of these towers is 
therefore multiplied.

New towers rising on the slope

An old house with new towers in the background

The towers on the steepest part of the slope 

The major institutions are grouped on the east 
side of the sector: American University of Bei-
rut, International College, American Commu-
nity School. There is also a militaty base and 
the Saudi Arabian Embassy;  add to that the 
politcal leaders who live in the area. 
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The contrast is also obvious on the corniche, 
where there are fancy hotels and new luxuri-
ous buildings next to old abandoned construc-
tions. 

One more level of contrast is between day 
and night. With the major insitutions men-
tioned previously, the traffic jam around 2:00 
pm is problematic. The same street was totally 
empty around 8:00 pm.

The contrast is also perceived through the 
landscaping: while it is spontaneous and con-
sists of used spaces near the old houses with 
small hand-made interventions (e.g. Abou 
Riad’s garden, the Ghawi’s private property), 
it is a well designed, unused space on the en-
trances of new buildings. In both cases, these 
spaces are important having a considerable 
effect on the streets.
A notable well-maintained garden was Abou 
Riad’s: a longitudinal space that has all the 
needed tools and various types of greenery 
and flowers.

The hilly topography explains the multiplicity 
of stairways in the sector. Some of them are 
not well maintained, yet are being used; es-
pecially between the old buildings,  others are 
new but blocked for security reasons. There is 
also a stairway on the corncihe that leads to a 
deadend. 

Lahoya Suites Abou Riad’s Garden

Landscape on the entrance of Majestic Tower

The Ghawis’ Garden Same street near IC during the day and the night Stairway painted by the IC Students

Old stairway in the Ghawis’ property

Stairway blocked for security reasons

Abandoned shops on the inner edge of the corniche

3. STAIRWAYS



The ‘Avenue de Paris’ in the 1920’s (Source: Debbas, 
Fouad; Beirut Our Memory; 1986)

Ras Beirut in the Ottoman Era (Source: Debbas, Fouad; 
Beirut Our Memory; 1986)
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CONTEXT APPRAISAL

How to suture the parts of  the sector together 
and connect them with the waterfront and with 
the city ?

The following photos aim to show how the 
physical connection with the water has 
changed through history, especially after the 
implementation of the ‘Avenue de Paris’ dur-
ing the French Mandate.

This diagram summarizes the previous section in bullet points divided between strengths and weak-
nesses highlighting the three types of connections that intersect in Sector 35 (the corniche, Bliss 
Street, and the tertiary connections). Each of these connections which will be analyzed separately 
in the following section.

Preliminary Design Strategy: Urban Suture

Ras Beirut in the 1910’s (Source: AUB Facebook Page)

Ras Beirut in the 1960’s (Source: Gavin, Angus; Beirut 
Reborn 1996)

The corniche in Sector 35 today (Picture by Author)

Ras Beirut and AUB in the Ottoman Era (Source: Deb-
bas, Fouad; Beirut Our Memory; 1986)

•  Connect the  uses  through  the 3 zones  
and  across  the cornice to the sea : north-
south ;
•  Connect  the   sector   to   its   surround-
ings:   east-west;
•  Manage the  conflict between the differ-
ent modal  means; 
•  Create a pedestrian environment in no  
conflict  with the vehicular accessibility, pro-
moting a  street/stairs life with an upgraded 
public realm; reclaim blocked stairs;
•  Transform boundaries into borders: 
create lively edges and foster intensity where 
needed.

1. PROBLEMATIC

2. PURPOSE

3. A GLIMPSE OF HISTORY

4. STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
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DIAGNOSIS AND ANALYSIS

I defined connections along three principles: mobility, linkages, and spatial definition. Each one of 
these principles is then developed into variables that would be translated in tangible indicators for 
the design proposition. These principles will be investigated in each of the three types of connec-
tions I identified in the sector. 

1. THREE PRINCIPLES OF CONNECTIONS

2. THREE TYPES OF CONNECTIONS

The Cornice: City Level Connection

Principles Variables Possible Development 

Mobility

•Pedestrian/Vehicular 
Conflict
•Transportation and 
circulation analysis –
hierarchy of the streets
•Parking Policy

•Junctions design & pedestrian crossings
•Lanes definition –(school) bus stops –mental 
bumps
•Traffic Calming measures
•Hierarchy of roads and ways of circulation (speed 
and users)
•Solution for crowd generators in line with 
vehicular network
•Parking accommodation and location – side 
parking tolerance
•Guidelines for development of the open space 
according to all these
•Link facilities to a pedestrian network

Linkages •Nodes
•Pathways

• Locate the nodes (main facilities & open spaces)
• Pedestrian Connections

Spatial
Definition

•Public/Private Interface
•Quality of the public Realm

•Guidelines for building use on street level 
•Solutions for gates and walls –other ways to claim 
the space :kiosks, trees, transparent gates
•Greening – pavement – street furniture (benches-
kiosks-light poles-pergolas)
•Wider sidewalks/café-trottoirs

Despite all the encroachments on the public domain of the sea front, the corniche continues to be a 
strong connection working at the city level. It is one of the most successful public places in Lebanon 
due to the intensity of its users and diversity of its uses. The following photos show three different 
areas along the corniche from Ramlet El Bayda reaching BCD. This is to put Sector 35, which is a 
waterfront sector, in its larger context, and show the different aspects of the corniche. 1 is Ramlet 
el Bayda, 2 is Sector 35, and 3 is Zaytouna Bay. The different typologies of the corniche (Source: Google Images)
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Walking on the corniche, you can enjoy the view, meaning that the visual connection with the 
water is well provided, Conversely, physical accessibility is restricted. However, people trespass 
the fences and reach the sea. The inner edge of the corniche in sector 35 is dead, as was shown 
in previous photos. It consists either of walls and gates for new towers or old abandoned shops. 
Therefore, the street vendors constitute the major commercial activity.
In terms of mobility, the conflict of modal means on the corniche is obvious, added to that the hap-
hazard pedestrian crossings from the inland to the seaside. Even within the pedestrian pavement, 
people complain about hazardous accidents with cyclers and skaters. 

A series of photos for the corniche in sector 35, visualizing the previous description of mobility, linkages with the sea, 
and spatial definition of the edges. (Source: Pictures by Author)

An intervention on the corniche will be about restoring the physical connection with the sea, animat-
ing the inner edge, and managing the conflict of modal means: vehicules, bicycles, and pedestrians.
This intervention will be inspired by the Liaison Douce Project (See Appendix for more details), to  
stop the haphazard road crossing by designing the junctions, define (school) bus stops, induce 
mental bumps and traffic calming measures, adding to it the problematic of  public connectivity with 
the waterfront. 

Section and perspective of the Damascus Road from the Liaison Douce Project 

Bliss Street: District Level Connection
Bliss Street is an intense commercial corridor near the main institutional elements where all the 
functions on the street level are mainly snacks and restaurants. In sector 35, the public/private 
interface becomes dull, the street becomes less vibrant, sidewalks become harder to walk on, and 
people are less likely to linger in this part. A few walk-up apartment buildings remain abandoned 
at the end. Some of them have closed shops on their ground floors. Others are being replaced by 
new gated towers, which also affects the edges of the street.

Bliss Street facing AUB Closed shops at the end of Bliss Street 

Bliss Street can be also considered a view corridor. It opens up 
to the sea at its end. It becomes a neighborhood connection 
after AUB. In terms of mobility, the conflict is obvious. Some 
shops use bicycles to deliver their services. The developement 
of the Monnot Street  in the Liaison Douce  Project can be ap-
plicable  on Bliss Street, adding to it the problematic of the in-
terface: rethinking building typologies and street wall controls, 
pedestrian accessibility to foster intensity and lively edges. 

Monnot Street-Liaison Douce
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Photos for Bliss Street, visualizing the previous description of mobility, view towards the sea, and spatial definition of 
the edges.

Inner Streets: Sector Level Connections

Message from google maps about walkability in Sector 45 
when navigating its streets. The bus and bike options are 
turned off from the search tab. 

Sidewalks are either absent or too narrow inside Sector 35.

As previously described, the connections in the 
sector have blank edges, yet interesting stair-
ways (some blocked), and the car use domi-
nates the pedestrian environment. Walkability 
generators exist in the sector, therefore, there’s 
a necessity to balance the car and pedestrian 
uses and make the trasition from public to pri-
vate more smooth. A series of analytical maps 
follows, in order to approach the connections 
through the sector in a more detailed way. As 
the description shows, each map adds to its pre-
vious an additional layer of information that will 
lead in the end to a full diganosis of the sector. 
The maps were produced by myself, unless the 
caption indicates otherwise.

- Good integration with vehicular 
channels - High in traffic at peak 
hours 
- Public transportation on the cor-
nice
- Pedestrian paths : disconnected 
and interrupted; blocked routes,  
- Larger blocks and more dead 
ends in the southern part 

One large public land (lot 
705) - state-owned: im-
portant to the connectivity 
with the waterfront if well 
used and developed.
Other than the lot 705, 
the corniche and streets/ 
stairs are the only public 
space in the sector, re-
claiming them as places 
becomes important, by 
making them lively and 
successful connections. 

Institutional
Private 
State owned

Ownership

Source: Class Common Basemaps

The intervention on Bliss Street can consider completely pedestrianizing the last part and breaking its edges 
including walkable destinations for the neighborhood. This proposition needs a traffic analysis for the levels 
of vehicular and pedestrian uses. 
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The major green spacein 
the sector is inside AUB 
which means it is inac-
cessible, as mentioned 
earlier. 
The large open space (lot 
705) at the west sidd of 
the sector is a wasteland 
with no valuable green el-
ements.
The designed landscapes 
on the entrance of the 
new towers that are not 
encircled by gates add 
value to the quality of the 
public realm.

Regression  of  commercial 
ground  floor uses, reduc-
ing mixity,  livelihood and 
vibrancy in the sector: walk-
ability generators are disap-
pearing due to new buildings 
typologies (free standing 
encircled with gates).

Lot 705, previously men-
tioned, is the major open 
space on the west side of 
the sector: a prime location 
on the corner overviewing 
the sea from both sides. 
As the ownership map 
showed, this land is state-
owned, which makes it 
possible to develop it as 
a public waterfront park. 
The other open spaces are 
within institutional prem-
ises and their access, visu-
ally and physically, is not 
allowed for the public. 

As the 400 meters radius 
circle shows, Sector 35 is 
a walkable sector, which 
is a huge catalyst of pe-
destrian activity, especial-
ly if attraction points were 
created.
This is important when 
promoting soft mobility 
and reducing car depen-
dancy. This is also impor-
tant for the connection 
with the waterfront that 
would become for sector 
35 and its surroundings: a 
public space within walk-
ing distance.

Source: Class Common Basemaps Source: Class Common Basemaps
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The sector is totally secu-
ritized, whether privately 
or officially, except for the 
non-privatized parts of 
the corniche. This is due 
to a weighed presence 
of the army in the sector, 
private institutions, along 
with political leaders living 
around. While the effects 
of this securitization are 
already obvious in sector 
35, it will be a huge con-
straint for any intervention.

The aim will be to account for 
the various movement pat-
terns of users, and to locate 
the future itineraries for ve-
hicular and pedestrian flows 
(pathways); and the mag-
nets (nodes). The diversity 
of modal means can either 
be conflicting or enriching if 
well-managed. Pedestrian 
linkages can be proposed 
between the existing & po-
tential open spaces and the 
institutions (east-west), and 
from the sector to the water 
(north-south).

Source: Beirut Security Map

Linkages & Nodes inside the Sector

General zoning of the sector and its immediate surroundings according to the uses

Accordingly, the vision is to create lively streets in specific areas of the sector, relying on: mixed 
uses and connections of open spaces, balance between the different modal means, and create a 
safe pedestrian environment, for the dwellers and students in sector 35, or for people coming down 
from Hamra to the cornice through the sector. There will be also special treatment for the nodes 
where the connections intersect. The tertiary connections would provide views and work as access 
ways from the city to the water, this is what make them interesting and important.

Perspective and section on Badaro from the Liaison Douce 
Project

Streets that allow safe pedestrian mobility 
(Source: Istanbul Workshop: Junctions)
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Connect to the Liaison Douce, and having then a bicycle network that connects the whole city, and 
streets that are not dominated by cars, not to mention the health and environmental advantages of 
soft mobility and green open spaces for the whole city.

Connecting to the major surrounding open spaces

Nodes Nodes 

A Network of Nodes

Connecting to the major surrounding institutions
User groups: Students 

North/South and East/West Connections

Speaking about soft mobility and connections with the city implies a zoom out from the administra-
tive limits of Sector 35 to locate nodes and routes to connect to in its surroundings. 

As the maps show, North-South linkages blocked from reaching the waterfront by major institutions. 
The only permeable area is through Sector 35, which adds value to those connections. Therefore, I’ll 
be focusing on these connections in my design intervention as a first phase, to reconnect the city to the 
waterfront through Sector 35. Aerial view from Google Earth on which I highlighted the connection from the city to the 

Waterfront in green, the corniche in red and Bliss Street in yellow

CONNECT TO THE CITY
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CONCEPTUAL MASTERPLAN

Mobility: highlight the character of each connection by imposing the definition of uses and typolo-
gies, in an attempt to lessen the car usage, locating also the bus and bicycle routes.
Linkages: locate the pathways and the magnets that are linked through a network that also con-
nects Bliss Street to the waterfront , and therfore the city to the waterfront
Spatial definition: impose street wall controls on Bliss to intensify it as having the character of a 
commercial corridor that becomes a neighborhood corridor, and on the inner edge of the cornice 
as having the charcter of a waterfront public space. The sector level connections are differentiated 
according to their character. Further details will be elaborated about them in the sections and nodes 
presented in the following section, where I will highlight their intersection with the corniche and their 
pedestrian friendly character. 

Three different general sections defined spatially according 
to the three types of  linkages presented;
Prioritized action area:
400 m radius circle, near the institutions 
Foster north-south connections: city <=> waterfront 
Create new lines of view from the site
Show the Intersection with the corniche
Deal with the public and propose guidelines for the inter-
faces. 
Deal with the private by claiming leftover spaces that could 
work as nodes along the connections. 

Diagram showing the prioritized action area in the 
next section
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DESIGN INTERVENTION

1. SECTIONS & GUIDELINES

Corniche:

-Integrate public platforms 
where appropriate,
aligned with the North-South 
connections if possible to be 
strategic focal points for view 
and fishing
-Frontage with mandatory Street 
Wall Control, to ensure lively  in-
ner edges and accomodate the 
users’ needs on the corniche
-Users’ needs and current social 
practices priority 

Examples of high end residential towers 
with commercial Ground Floor uses 

WALK THE CITY

James Corner - Seattle Waterfront 

- Restore the connection with the water where 
safety conditions allow
- Ensure visual connection in various ways 
even when physical connection is not safe or 
not feasible

East River Park - New York

Karma Condos - Urban Toronto

Melbourne

Providence River Pedestrian and Cyclist Bridge
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Developing transitional land-
scaping within access way set-
back areas.
Extending the public domain 
into a good quality public realm: 
Include public spaces and left-
overs on the network with hard 
and soft landscapes to enhance 
the pedestrian realm, wider side-
walks, urban trees for shade, 
seatings,  green areas.

Mandatory Permeable Gates in
Residential Buildings & Institutions.
Otherwise: appropriate & TAG the walls

Tertiary Connections
Smooth transition between public and private
- Greenery
- Lighting
- Pavement material and treatment
- Sanitation
- Urban Furniture

CONNECT THE DOTS

Commercial & View Corridor 

Mandatory Built to Line with speci-
fied use: the case of café-trottoirs 
operating as ‘mental bumps’

Reopen existing abandoned buildings 
with commercial use 

BREAK THE EDGES

Building on Pilotis in Sector 35 Defined Enclosure

Terrace on a higher level for semi-privacy

Pilotis buildings allowing view
Building facades that face with 
human scale elements.

Design of the street per se, the buildings and their relationship to it, mix of uses, and im-
proved mobility for pedestrians by identifying nodes to create walkable destinations along 
the corridor. 

Examples from Sector 35 of buildings without gates and landscaped entrances
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3. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

B

P

3.00

Bus Lane Route

On Street Biking Lane

Dedicated Biking Lane

Biking Park/Amenities

Car Circulation

Pathway/Stairs

Critical Crossing

Institution Entrance

Mandatory Parking Entrance

Existing Parking Entrance 

Crowd Traffic Generator
Tolerated Side Parking
Future Development
Future Park

Proposed underground Parking

Mandatory Setback 
Pick up/Drop off Zone

Bus Stop

To b able to propose a pedestrian character for the streets and reduce the number of cars, and for any intervention to be possible and efficient, a functional analysis of the levels of vehicular and pedestrian 
movements is needed, as well as bicycle and bus networks. Underground parking entrances of the residential buildings are also a major component of this study.

Main Propositions and Modifications:
-Side Parking on the Corniche eliminated to be replaced by a bus lane; 
-New Underground Parking (1200 cars) that can accomodate the old buildings of Bliss Street and the Corniche (785 cars removed), within walking distance -  the bus can also work as a shuttle;
-Another parking can be conceived at the other end of the Corncihe outside sector 35, near the mosque; 
-Tolerated side parking in the residential area;
-Coordination of vehicular circulation between access and through traffic, according to underground parking entrances mainly;
-Define bicycle and bus routes in order to be taken into consideration in the design of the connections;
-Impose setbacks near school gates to ensure flow of traffic during pick up and drop off of students.
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0 250M

P
30 000 m2
1200 cars
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Another zoom in to show different scenarios 
for connections and nodes:

Accessible open spaces integrated in the 
social practices and lives of the inhabitants, 
mainly students
Flexible spaces inviting multiple uses, re-
sponding to the demand of the different age 
groups:
   Playgrounds for children,  
   Calm & intimate spaces for the elderly and 
the lovers 
   Mineral polyvalent surfaces (markets, events, 
performances, expositions, concerts, etc).
   Lawns for the inhabitants and the students

Each of these suggestions can be developed 
in a specific area to target a more variety of 
users. As for the following, I only chose two 
types of nodes.

4. NODES

Type 1: Intersections
Between North/South Connections and the Corniche 

- Raised pedestrian crossing
- Actuated traffic lights
- Special treatment of pavements on car lanes near crossings
- Other tools of traffic calming can be moderately used without causing traffic jams: humps, neckdowns, 
chicanes, tight corner curbs, speed limit

INTERSECTION of a variety of uses and users 
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Although this intervention might seem disconnected 
from the previous propositions, but it is considered 
in order to animate the stairways and extend them, 
inspired from the work  that the IC students have al-
ready done in the surroundings, mainly painting the 
stairways. So the mechanisms of implementation 
would be coordinated with the students and their re-
sponsibles, and the owner of the lot.
Choice of the lot:
No parking entrance for residential building, 
Near IC
Located between 2 major pedestrian connections
Proposition:
Flexible space with combination of soft and hard 
landscapes 
Strategy:  ways to appropriate the space without 
delving in the complications of  expropriation, just 
like banks or other institutions take care of pocket 
gardens or roundabouts in other areas of the city. 

Type 2: Leftover Spaces along connections
Public Claim on Private leftover Spaces

Old House in the Parcel 

Far View of the parcel with the old house near IC

School related activities

Wall painting and Graffiti

Planting and landscape related activities

School related activities, 
with temporary exhibitions 
or libraries, painting area, 
as well as kiosks, and seat-
ing areas for other age 
groups.
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APPENDIX
This section is included to present the case studies that were analyzed and used in order to nurture 
the methodology and conceptual framework and formulate the design intervention. Those include 
but are not limited to: Liaison Douce,  Beirut Central District with Saifi and Zaytuna Bay, Ramlet el 
Bayda, Aleppo & Istanbul Workshops, East LA... The following is a summary of the main points that 
were relevant to my theme: connectivity, permeability, interfaces, and mobility, from the most used 
three case studies:

1. LIAISON DOUCE PROJECT

2. SAIFI & BEIRUT CENTRAL DISTRICT 
Saifi Village: about connectivity and open spaces:

(Source: Khalid Al-Hagla in Evaluating New Urbanism’s Walkability Perfor-
mance: A Comprehensive Approach to Assessment in Saifi Village)

View of Liaison Douce on the Damascus Road (Source: Mr. Habib Debs)

Why Saifi? Because walkability 
in Saifi could be assessed on 
the micro and the macro levels.
Saifi village stands as a separate 
development apart from other 
downtown areas: the width of 
streets around Martyr’s square 
deepen this sense of isolation.

Sequences of the Liaison Douce (Source: Mr. Habib Debs)

NODES:

PATHS:

The Liaison Douce project in-
formed me on the level of the 
three principles: mobility, link-
ages and spatial definition.  
This is only a summary of de-
tails it has. 
Mobility: lane definitions with 
traffic and parking analysis
Linkages: linking nodes as 
platforms and cultural centers
Spatial Definition: Landscap-
ing and urban furniture, tar-
geting different age and so-
cial groups
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Pedestrian pathways exist, and linkages are created, even through private domains, but visual per-
meability is not ensured.

Open Space Patterns (Source: Mona Khechen in Post-War Urban Transformation Pattern)

Public Spaces in Saifi

Street interface (Source: Mona Khechen in Post-War 
Urban Transformation Pattern)

• ‘Connectivity’ to Downtown Beirut 
as a walkability catalyst has a negative im-
pact, but diversity and mixed uses act as 
walkability generators inside Saifi.

• Good physical conditions of the con-
nections and built form act as walkability 
catalysts.

Street wall controls (Source: Beirut Reborn)

Beirut Central District: About Pathways and Street Wall Controls: 
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Monument itinerary on the city level
Network hierarchy in the site connected to the surroundings through a network of voids 
Traffic: Connect the site to its surroundings

3. ISTANBUL WORKSHOP - JUNCTIONS

Nodes and Pathways in BCD (Source: Beirut Reborn) 





 Sector 35 in the Ras Beirut district context
Since the beginning of the 20th century, Bei-
 rut, a costal Mediterranean city, and the capital
 and largest city in Lebanon has experienced an
 increase in population and economic growth.
Sector 35 is an urban segment of Ras Bei-
rut district. It is a melting pot of different users

“The Ras Beirut hill falls steeply into the sea at the Rawsheh cliffs. To the South-West, sand dunes resulting from sediments brought to the shore by sea 
currents and blown inwards by the prevailing south-westerly winds have encroached on this plain. Historically, with vegetation unable to colonize the area, 
the dunes have slowly advanced, rendering agriculture precarious on the fringes of the fertile plain. Another reason is that the soils are not particularly 
fertile on the hills. Ra’s-Beirut is covered by sandy soil and sand dunes fixed by vegetation and pedogenized, which are very porous, tending to dry up in 
summer. Farmers would have had to descend further down to the flatter and richer areas, the Hamra-Qantari-Basta-Sodeco-G’aytawi marine terrace, to 
the North or to the Barbir-Museum terrace to the South, abandoning the protection of the site. (…) Along with these advantages there were no major disad-
vantages. One could exploit the sea as well as the land for food. The sea permitted some form of trading, while the road between the two hills channeled 
movement from- the South.”(Source: Al Mashrik) 

Ras Beirut was a productive landscape. “Traditional domestic gardens in Beirut, combined pleasure and production, a hybrid garden/orchard. The tradi-
tional garden is a product and production.” (Makhzoumi). From 1870 to 1920 the Syrian Protestant College’s landscape in Ras Beirut grew from “a few 
scattered plots of garden farms on twenty acres to a campus of twenty-five buildings on nearly fifty acres” (Source: Abuunasr)

The avenue to the sea has been a common theme among Mediterranean cities.The French planted two rows of Tamarix species before being replaced 
later on by palm trees. Today, there is a clear shift in character. Agricultural practices in Ras Beirut have disappeared. Nature has become fragmented, and 
restricted to specific areas such as public streetscape, private gardens or abandoned private areas with restricted access to the public. 
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Sector 35 in context



Space appropriation
 People appropriate the spaces by relocating elements for example: a missing palm tree can be cut and relocated near snack Faisal to be re-used as a table.
 Public art such as graffiti is also another form of appropriation. Other forms include personalized “urban furniture” or streetscape, that ranges from customized
 .seating areas, to lighting

 Accessibility and security
 Even though the corniche is labeled as public space; not everything is physically accessible or even visually accessible. We can also notice throughout sector
 35 different kind of security barriers can be placed: barricades or bollards, or even unplanted planters in order to secure the virtual space. Variety of kinds of
 .fences is also used o keep by passers away and to create privacy
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Phase I: Reconnaissance- Elements of sector 35
 I can retain from my site observation of sector 35 the following elements that characterize it

Landscape and biodiversity
 The use of the green spaces, whether on balconies of old or new buildings or in the streetscape is notable in the sector. encouraging wildlife, especially
 along the corniche. Also, some trees have become war witnesses and survivors: Several palm trees trunks that line the corniche are marked with the war’s
 bullet holes, have become a shelter or a nest for the birds. Plants in sector 35 play different roles. For example they play the role of space dividers, often
 through upcycled or reused containers. The community plays a major role in facilitating the re-appropriation of the natural and contribute to the promotion
 of values that accompany it. Urban agricultural practices still remain in some parts of the sector. An example is Abou Riad’s garden, where Abou Riad used
 a narrow longitudinal space to create his personal garden that is visually accessible for the passer-by: Birdhouse, planting tools, irrigation pipes, fruit trees,
etc… Furthermore, spontaneous vegetation is common to several areas in sector 35 that have become islands of decay. Looking at the corniche road medi-
an, one can realize that it is planted with random disorganized vegetation that contrasts with the palm trees lined on the corniche

Users and social practices
 The diversity of the sector 35 is not only in its users but also in its uses. Sector 35 is a popular destination
 for diverse active as well as passive users of different age groups and backgrounds: walkers, joggers,
 bikers, fishermen, scuba divers, beggars. While some use the nearby cafés, or use the corniche for
 exercising their hobbies, others use it as a source of living: Some come for searching for edible herbs,
 others, such as push cart vendors, sell their products (Kaak, corn, coffee, orange juice, newspapers,
 etc…). However, the use is not restricted to people, indeed, wildlife and pets add to the diversity of sector
 35. We can also notice that the access to the sea is weak

Phase I: Reconnaissance



Urban furniture and amenities
 A recurrent theme that has come along sector 35
 is ‘the missing (tree), the broken (tile), and the
incomplete (bench)’. A lonely bench on the cor-
 niche is waiting for a donor in order to be covered
by mosaic

Conclusions drawn from the reconnaissance phase

 Following the reconnaissance phase, one can conclude that different factors shape the landscape in sector 35 and interact to create different patterns of a landscape character shaped by the topography.
.Therefore, Sector 35 can be dissected into 3 layers: The public seafront, the intermediate area and the upper residential area

The Public seafront:Coastal area and corniche
 The waterfront is characterized by a public corniche nearby the sea that is used by different age groups and people and for diverse activities. The corniche is recognized as one of the major public spaces
 in the city.  However, the link to the sea is not well defined and often nonexistent. This area is distinguished by the diversity  of its users and landscape. This open space public space is characterized by a
 promenade, planted with exotic vegetation, that connects with the other side through a road median. The site is currently poorly connected to the sea, a connection that was however strongly established in
 .history. This area is also characterized by spontaneous vegetation mainly in areas of restricted public access

 The Transition zone:The slope
 It is characterized by large plots as well as leftover and unused spaces that can be of potential use such as green pockets, or as spaces for growing food in the city (inspired by Abou Riad’s garden). This
 area is distinguished by a proliferation of high end residential towers, or as Guillaume Boudisseau called them “pack of high rises with identical profiles of people, mostly upper income Sunnis. Each gated
 tower functions as its own, disconnected from community life. This zone is a mix of manicured high end landscapes

  The upper residential area: Bliss Street
 The upper residential area is characterized by a linear growth along Bliss Street as well as a mix between new landscape and remaining old trees, plants in pots on old balconies as well as a streetscape.
 It has a strong connection with Hamra and has rarely or only in few occasions view to the sea because of the high rises. This area is distinguished by its density and diversity. The community is based on
social class and religion rather than a common origin, an identity formed by urbanization and not continuity. The landscape is a mix of artificial recent and old vegetation
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Phase I: Reconnaissance



Topography along sector 35
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Phase I: Reconnaissance linked to the history of nature in the city
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Design problematic:
How to re-generate a symbiotic relationship with nature?

Purpose:
The purpose is a greening strategy of a waterfront sector invaded by upscale tower development. Since 
places are defined by their users, therefore understanding the needs of sector 35 requires observing 
the behavior of different groups of people using a specific space and how they “appropriate” it. The 
proposed design solutions should address specific problems for each area as well as connecting the 
3 areas together. Among the challenges that might be faced is the scarcity of public land, as well as 
creating a sustainable design system that respond to the diversity of people’s needs. The aim is to ad-
dress issues of the sector through an urban design strategy aimed at accommodating the diversity of 
the sector ‘transplant’ opportunities for public use. Urban design serves the public domain and interest. 
However, since most of the available plots are privately owned a possible intervention would be through 
partnerships and temporary interventions in places outside the corniche.

Sector 35 is part of a larger landscape that the intervention will be linked to.

Problematic, Opportunities and constraints



Section along the abandoned plot
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Site Section

Since most lands/soils are sealed by buildings, roads or paving material, little inter-
stices are left for greenery. Hence, open space in sector 35 is restricted to interstitial 
spaces, parking spaces and the corniche. No public park is available in the area.
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Phase II: Context and site appraisal

Based on observation, research and maps, the following diagrams presnted in this section were produced in order to understand the sector’s dynamics

Since most lands/soils are sealed by buildings, roads or paving material, little inter-
stices are left for greenery. Hence, open space in sector 35 is restricted to interstitial 
spaces, parking spaces and the corniche. No public park is available in the area.



“Managed landscapes” are areas dominated by exotic plant species introduced for aesthetic purposes, planted in raised beds with reconstructed soil and managed intensively by Beirut municipality. 
Spontaneous landscapes occur in coastal cliffs, along the rocky water front and in un-built/abandoned lots, where spontaneous floral communities survive along with naturalized garden escapees.” 
(Chmaitelly et al.) 
Being knowledgeable about ownership and management helps in taking decisions in the design phase about conservation, restoration, enhancement or creation, as well for example the capacity to 
accommodate development or accommodate a new character  but also for creating guidelines for a green strategy, especially that Sector 35 is threatened by real estate, a powerful actor that acts as 
“an instant environment machine” (i.e money making machine) producing investments regardless of the costs over the environment.
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Phase II: Context and site appraisal

The diagram of open green spaces demon-
 strates a green-space deficit, with abundant
green spaces limited mostly in the institution-
 al realm and to private domains for owners
 who can afford the means and the leisure to
create and maintain them. Green spaces oc-
cur as disconnected patches in the sector.



 The historical evolution in sector 35 demonstrates
the triumph of humanity over nature. One of the col-
laterals of urban living was detachment from na-

 ture. However some practices in sector 35 such
as planting balconies demonstrate that some ur-

   .banites began to miss the innate link with nature
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Phase II: Context and site appraisal



“Defensive Landscape” is a practice exercised 
by user groups, in order to defend a space that 
is usually public. Defensive landscape is used 
mainly on Bliss Street and along roads nearby 
institutions (Schools, army, university) in the 
form of often unplanted pots.
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Phase II: Context and site appraisal



 Design vision:

1. Reinforce the character of each area  articulate intervention strategies aimed at protecting the remaining landscape and enhancing/ upgrading it. 

2. Create opportunities for open spaces  Re-introduce nature in the city

3. Link them  through green corridors, buffer zones. The three zones should not be treated as 3 different identities. They should rather be seen as areas integrated rather than isolated

•	 The design should also allow for flexibility in use/ re-use in order to accommodate changes
•	 Improve + Reorganize +Connect
•	 Animating the edge through:

	Social places
	Distinctive places
	Street furniture
	Signage
	lighting

•	 Create an “environment responsive design” that allows for both passive and active engagement
•	 Create public access to private open spaces when possible
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Phase III: Vision



Urban greening as an urban design strategy
Urban greening has the potential to contribute to quality of life cities, especially in the case of cities with green space deficit like Beirut. I am proposing urban greening as a design strategy that connects identi-
fied potential sites in the sector and its peripheries intended to produce solutions to actual urban needs (such as lack of green space). In the case of Sector 35, urban greening would be integrated as an urban 
design strategy for a mixed use, high rise residential and institutional setting along a coastal urban sector in the capital, with a variety of ecological issues and diverse user profiles. The strategy is through 
both design and policy. As urban designers and planners we can encourage that vacant plot in the city such as parking spaces, as well as municipal land to become green spaces serving different functions 
(productive fields, streetscape, etc…). The proposed design solutions should address specific problems for each of the three identified areas as well as connecting them. Among the challenges that might be 
faced is the scarcity of public land, as well as creating a sustainable design system that respond to the diversity of people’s needs. The aim is to address issues of the sector through an urban design strategy 
aimed at accommodating the diversity of the sector ‘transplant’ opportunities for public use. Urban design serves the public domain and interest. However, since all the plots in the sector with the exception of 
one plot and the corniche, are privately owned a possible intervention would be through temporary interventions.
The aim is to “generate nature” that allows for flexibility through permanent and temporary interventions through an urban greening approach in 3 settings through different phases: the coastal setting, the high 
rise setting and the institutional setting.

• At the coastal level, an ecological urban park.
• At the residential level, urban greening as vertical urbanism, and developing guidelines and a typology for a “vertical greening”. 
• At the institutional level, greening on institutional rooftops serving an education purpose. 

The strategy will enhance the public domain and encourage the projection of private landscapes into the public both visually and physically whenever possible. Some short term interventions can start now 
and extended to a further stage in order to become long term interventions. The occurrence of the second phase is sporadic, changes will occur when for example the owner wants to develop his land

Stakeholders:

Stakeholders from both the private and public sector are pivotal for the success of the project. The private sector includes NGOs, students and professionals from neighboring schools and universities, and the 
community. The project will emerge as a result of collaborations with the municipality and private public partnerships. It requires dialogue between the stakeholders and city officials.

Stages in the planning-management of urban greening:

1.	 Applying urban ecological principles to urban greening design

×	Make a compromise between the natural and the ‘manicured landscape”. Combine ‘inherited nature’.

×	Optimize green space geometry and connectivity. Applying the concepts of landscape ecology and landscape ecological urbanism, urban green spaces could be analyzed as three principal en-
tities:

o Patches i.e broad green areas such as the public corner lot, as well as linear features such as the corniche, could enhance urban ecological networks. People’s affinity to water edges 
can increase the urban greening strategy appeal. 

o Corridors i.e linear green areas such as streetscapes. Large patches or corridors provide adequate spaces to accommodate a variety of habitats and species. If well connected, they 
permit the movement of wildlife.

o Matrix i.e surrounding built-up area, when greened can enhance the quality of life

2.	 Protecting nature-in-city assets involving spontaneous natural remnants, , tree preservation in construction sites, salvaging trees by transplanting and timely tree care.

3.	 Augmenting greening opportunities such as planting at narrow roadsides, ameliorating soil constraints, and introducing greenery into compact areas. Wider setbacks, where conditions permit, such as 
in front of institutions or residential areas, can provide space for larger trees. To encourage setbacks, incentives such as the transfer of development right of the setback strip to the remainder of the plot 
or bonus plot ratio could be offered, or development right could be shifted and transferred to new development areas.
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Phase III: Strategy



AREAS OF INTEREST
1. Agriculture: Reconvert symbolically with 

the agricultural landscape of the past of 
Ras Beirut. 

2. Residential: Vertical greening as an alter-
native form. It is an injection of biodiversity 
in a dense environment. It has many ad-
vantages:

a. Reducing energy consumption (rain 
collection, heat) rainwater harvest-
ing, green roofs, bio-retention, and 
permeable pavement.

b. Improve local air quality.
c. Enhance, restore and expand Natu-

ral Areas System, 
d. Creating new active park space, 

especially as the city continues to 
grow. 

e. Native trees and protecting them

3. Interface types between public and pri-
vate: private projecting on the public im-
permeable/permeable-transparent/setback

4. Institutional: Integrate greening as part of 
education

5. Public space: The corniche and seafront. 
In places where the private is diffused 
along the coast and inaccessible to the 
public, animate the space. It is also import-
ant to create  a connection to the sea.

6. Streetscape: Enhancing the streetscape 
character in each zone.
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Phase III: Conceptual Master Plan



By establishing a priority at the temporal level (temporary vs. permanent) and ownership level (public vs. private), interventions will be done through phasing, on private land it will be temporary while it will 
remain as a permanent intervention on public land as shown in the below diagrams illustrated with reference projects.
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Phase III: Master Plan- Phasing and reference projects
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Phase III: Conceptual Master Plan- Phasing



Ecological Public Park:

The corner lot is a site colonized spontaneously by vegetation over the slope. Will be an ecological landscape lying on top of a public underground parking. 
The park will have a Mediterranean character landscape, composed of native (indigenous) evergreen and perennial trees and shrubs combined with annuals 
and perennials. The slope will be a conserved area. The planting scheme should consider also using low maintenance and drought tolerant vegetation. The 
park will also have small kiosques for displaying recycled products local products on top of workshops that will be used to self sustain the park. The concept 
is to integrate in the public park workshops where wastes from the neighborhood can be sorted and reused, and displayed. Cardboard boxes, bags, paper, 
newspaper, shoeboxes, textile, cds,  photo film can be collected from shopping places such as bookshop and copy centers, electronics, cellular and computer 
stores, photo studios, cosmetics, gift and gadget stores, clothes/shoes/ bags stores and newspaper shops. cardboard/plast  ic/aluminum/ glass cups, boxes & 
bottles, food wastes could be collected from cafes, pubs, restaurants. Solid waste in Lebanon as in most developing countries can be characterized by a high 
percentage of total organic content with relatively elevated moisture content (around 62% of waste category- Source: www.moe.gov.lb/). Hence, organic waste 
can be collected from grocery and restaurants and can be reused as compost and soil amendment to the soil for existing and proposed vegetation. Collected 
material will be upcycled (i.e. converting waste materials or useless products into new materials or products of better quality or a higher environmental value.) 
the goal of upcycling is to prevent wasting potentially useful materials by making use of existing ones. This reduces the consumption of new raw materials 
when creating new products. Reducing the use of new raw materials can result in a reduction of energy usage, air pollution, water pollution and even green-
house gas emissions.
The park will be a public private ownership. It can host a plant nursery to produce native planting materials as well as plots used for community gardening. In 
that case, the plot will be divided into parcels. Users of the agricultural plot need to obtain a use registration permit from the municipality. The cost will be fixed 
according to the area per parcel and depending on the use of hoop houses and greenhouses.

Concept Collage: Waste production in the city
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Phase IV: Detail- Ecological park concept

http://www.moe.gov.lb/ClimateChange/p1_waste_management.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_pollution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_pollution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas


Shop design and display example

        Shop design in plan during the day and at night when the display boxes are highlighted

 Underground parking under the park 
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Phase IV: Detail- Ecological park concept



Parking:

Intervention on private parkings will be temporary, by including greenery as well as activating these spaces at night. At a later stage, these plots will even-
tually be developped

Future development:

Sector 35 is highly susceptible to change; therefore it is expected that the underdeveloped plots that are present today, to be developped in the future. 
With this increase of developments in the sector, the plantable space at the ground level is becoming more and more limited. In order to maximize the use 
of underused plantable resources the following guidelines are proposed for future developements:

• Green roofs: they offer recreational areas that would supplement the ground level urban greening strategy. They also provide environmental ad 
ecological benefits such as temperature cooling, air pollutant removal, noise reduction, storm water discharge reduction and wildlife habitats. In the 
case where loading capacity is limited, the light-weight extensive green roof could be adopted. Where the roof slab is strong, the intensive green 
roof with small trees and shrubs provide high quality sky gardens.

• Green walls: building facades and walls offer vertical greening opportunities. Appropriate material and technology could be evaluated to suit each 
condition. The benefits of green walls are similar to the green roofs, adding a more prominent visual amenity.

• Gardens in the private “projecting on the public”

Connectivity: and Link to the sea

Finally, urban green spaces with connectivity forming green network constitute the hallmarks of naturalistic design. Including green patches or corridors with the built up matrix can generate a “nature in the 
city”. 
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Phase IV: Detail



 

Character Area 

CURRENT SITUATION DESIGN 

Space components/ Potential 
spaces for intervention 
 

Ownership Use Current users of the space  
(Neighborhood, city, national) 

WHAT is the problem/issue/Weaknesses 
And strengths (Observations from the 
Reconnaissance phase) 

Design 
Duration of 
the landscape 
urban catalyst 

Design 
PURPOSE 

HOW to DESIGN the PRODUCT 
 

Zone 1:  
The seafront 

Road median  
 Public Street crossing 

Pedestrian crossing the road: 
University + School Students, 
workers 

 Disorganized non native and 
sometimes invasive imported species  

 Managed landscape in some section. 
Spontaneous & neglected imported 
vegetation in some sections. 

 Lacks lighting 
 

Permanent Create versatile 
uses Linear Urban Park Design with native plants 

Corniche and sidewalk Public 

Recreational 
Promenade 
Public beach 
Source of living 
Public amenities 
(toilet x2) 
 

Fishermen 
Joggers 
Scubadivers 
Bikers 
Push cart vendors 
Kids 
Beggars 
 

 No place for pets 
 Inaccessible for the disabled 
 Lack of public amenities: toilets, potable 

water, phone cabinets, sheltered seats, 
trash bins. 

 Traffic problem 
 Illegal cars parking  
 Lack of enough urban furniture & 

service kiosks 
 Low maintenance (The broken, the 

missing and the incomplete) 
 Absence of bicycle track 
 Mixture between pedestrian, motorized 

cycle, bicycles, etc... 
 Visual obstructions in several sections 

(Riviera, Bain millitaire) 
 Unsuitable plantation (Low Shade 

trees) 
 Uncontrolled activities (Argileh smoking, 

picnics, barbecues, etc…) 
 Absence of eco-friendly energy use 

Very active 
 The most diverse in terms of 

biodiversity compared to the 3 zones. 

Temporary 

Create seasonal 
temporary 
interventions + 
recreation 

Create shelter structure + plant shade trees 

Sea Public 
Recreational 
Swimming 
Fishing 

Fishermen  
Scubarivers 
 

 Pollution Permanent 
Policy to limit 
pollution 
 

Involve stakeholders 
 

 The link to the sea is not well defined 
and often nonexistent. 

Permanent/ 
seasonal 

Link the corniche 
to the sea level. Create access to the sea through a deck 

Zone 2: 
The Intermediate 
space 

Streets Public 

Pedestrian 
crossing, cars, 
public transport 
 

Students, residents Public services (such as sidewalks) 
provided by the private Permanent 

Activating the 
middle area. 
Create a 
symbiotic 
relations between 
emerging cultural 
patterns and 
architectural 
narratives 
 

Pocket gardens and streetscape enhancement. Improve the 
quality of existing spaces + opportunities for new ones 

Walls and fences Private Graffiti on the 
wall Students and others Sporadic Temporary 

Work on the 
interface 
between the 
private and the 
public 
 

Permeability (high or low)/ Porosity through landcsape 

Empty lots Private None  None semi-natural landscape  (Vegetation + 
Concrete) Temporary 

Work on 
removable 
structures that 
can be removed 
once the owner 
of the land wants 
to use his land 

Temporary urban park 

Barricades Private/Public Restricting 
access Private sector Security Temporary Defensive 

landscape Planters and plants 

Agricultural practices Private 

Range from 
active places 
(Abou riad) to 
abandoned plots 

Private Restricted access Permanent/ 
temporary  Integrate urban agriculture 

Zone 3: 
The upper 
residential area 

Street Public Pedestrian and 
vehicular diverse 

Public services (such as sidewalks) 
provided by the private. Trees not well 
maintaies 

temporary 

Maintain Visual 
accessibility 
between upper 
and lower 
neighborhood 

View points, pocket parks, managing and protecting the 
existing landscape 
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